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The paper puts information systems (IS) research dealing with IS problems into
perspective. IS problems are surveyed and classified. Using the IS research framework
suggested by Ives, Hamilton, and Davis, research into IS problems is classified into
several perspectives whose relevance in coping with the problems is discussed. Research
perspectives focusing on IS operations environment, IS development process, IS
development organization, IS development methods, and IS theories are distinguished.
The paper concludes with suggestions for future research and how to deal with IS
problems in practice.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.1 [Software
Engineering]:
Requirements/
Specifications; D.2.2 [Software
Engineering]:
Tools and Techniques; D.2.6 [Software
Engineering]:
Programming Environments; D.2.9 [Software
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Database Administration; K.4.3 [Computers
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and
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INTRODUCTION
Background

and Motivation

Since the application of computers in
administrative information processing began in 1954 [Davis and Olson 19851, computers have become a key instrument in
the development of organizations’ formal
information processing. The rapid development of information technology has
helped to firmly establish the general attitude that information systems (ISS) are
a powerful instrument for organizational
problem solving. This opinion has been

strengthened by popular theories of organizational behavior, which view organizations primarily as information-processing
systems [March and Simon 1958; Galbraith
19771 or control systems [Landry and Le
Moigne 1977; Verrijn-Stuart 19791.
Whereas the above opinion is widely held
in the IS community, it is not, however, in
line with the evidence gained from studies
on how computer technology changes organizational performance [Cron and Sobol
1983; Earl and Hopwood 1980; Ouchi
19781.In many empirical investigations information systems have been found to be
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rife with difficulties
[Kling 1980; Lucas
1975; Turner 19821. Many researchers have
gone even so far as to speak of a “software
crisis” or a “systems crisis” [Bubenko 1983;
Martin 19851.
Many recognized difficulties with the use
and development of IS provide a starting
point for our discussion. The goal of this
paper is to investigate how the IS community has responded to IS difficulties.
Briefly, we put into perspective IS research
dealing with potential IS problems, and
show that there are a number of ways of
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perceiving and understanding
these problems. We classify major IS problems and
explore a number of approaches and perspectives that have been suggested for resolving these problems. Each perspective is
reflected in theories, models, and research
results. In this way, we evaluate the success
of various perspectives in coping with particular IS problems and indicate what sort
of empirical support exists for such evaluations. The reader is expected to have a
general exposure to the problems and issues
of systems design as, for example, covered
in standard textbooks on information
systems [Davis and Olson 19851.
Organization

of the Paper

To organize the vast and heterogeneous
literature
on IS problems, one needs a
framework into which past and present research can be organized. During the last
decade several frameworks for IS research
have been suggested [cf. Ein-Dor and Segev
1978; Ives et al. 1980; Lucas 1975; Mason
and Mitroff
1973; Nolan and Wetherbe
19801. These frameworks deal with different aspects of information
systems and
have different foci. They thus serve as a
basis for formulating
alternative research
problems, and IS research is classified
accordingly.
Because our goal in this paper is neither
to compare proposed frameworks nor to
propose yet another one, we have chosen to
apply the IS research framework proposed
by Ives et al. [ 19801. There are a number of
good reasons for using this framework.
First, it is a synthesis of many other frameworks and covers their main elements [Ives
et al. 19801. Second, it is more substantial
than others since it also focuses on the
development of information
systems. By
delineating the main components of both
the use and development of the information
system, this framework helps us explore
and understand multiple features of the IS
and their environments, as well as IS problems and their potential solutions. Third,
it is widely known and has been used in the
classification of IS research literature [Ives
et al. 19801. Fourth, we found that Ives and
his co-workers’
IS research framework
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The external environment
The organizational environment

Figure 1.

A model for IS research in Ives et al. [ 19801.

proved to be valuable in understanding
IS failures and classifying different approaches toward solving them. Thus its
credibility is established for understanding
more practical aspects of IS.
Since the Ives et al. [1980] model of IS
research is widely known and discussed, we
only briefly outline its basic tenets here. A
pictorial model of the framework showing
its main components and their interactions
is presented in Figure 1. The main contents
of each model component are presented in
Table 1. Hereafter we use the terms “IS
framework” or “IS context” for this model.
The model distinguishes among three information system environments-user,
IS
development, and IS operations environments (represented by squares)-and
three
information
system processes-use,
development, and operations processes (represented by ellipses). The environments
define the resources and constraints that
dictate the scope and form of information systems and IS processes. The IS
processes comprise dynamic interactions

among the IS, IS environments, and other
IS processes. The information
system, its
environments,
and IS processes are surrounded by two more extensive environments: the organizational
and external
environments. All these elements are called
IS context components.
In this paper this model is used to identify and organize the vast literature dealing
with IS problems in two ways. First, in
Section 1 we classify the main IS problems
by identifying the major deficiencies of the
three IS processes. Second, in Sections 2-6
we use the framework to locate perspectives
to study and solve IS problems. By perspective we mean a standpoint that selects
specific components and their interactions
in the IS context for the study. A perspective also incorporates
assumptions
and
conjectures regarding each component’s
behavior and how the selected field of study
can be investigated. In each section we
focus on one perspective by exploring its
main research results and analyzing how
they address different IS problems. Each
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Table 1. Components of the IS model
Component

Content

The information system

The system that processes information; characterized by content,
form, and time of presentation

IS operations environment

Resources necessary for IS operations; components include software,
hardware database, procedures/documentation, organization, and
management of IS operations
Development methods and techniques and their characteristics,
design personnel and their characteristics, and the organization and
management of IS development and maintenance

IS development environment

The user environment
The organizational environment
The external environment
The use process
The development process
The operations process

Primary users of the IS such as decision makers and intermediaries
Organizational goals, tasks structure, volatility, and management
style and culture
Legal, social, political, cultural, economic, resource educational, and
industry/trade considerations
Use of the IS by the primary user
The selection and application of organizational resources that yields
the IS
The physical operation of the IS, which is primarily a function of the
operations resource

section concludes with a summary of how
the perspective can help resolve specific IS
problems, noting empirical
studies that
demonstrate this.
The five perspectives analyzed are derived from the components inside the inner
rectangle in Figure 1 because a fundamental idea in the mainstream of IS research
has been that improvements in the three
IS processes result from changes in the
three immediate IS environments, the organizational environment,
and associated
IS processes. The impact of changes in the
external environment
has been summarized in more detail in some recent
surveys [cf. Hirschheim
1986; Klein and
Hirschheim
1987; Kling 19801, which are
excluded from our field of study.
In Section 7 we arrive at several conclusions concerning research needed in future
and how to apply suggested measures in
practice.
Because the IS field, as delineated above,
covers a complex and large field of inquiry,
we have combined results from several disciplines, and the result is a profile from
several thousand references dealing with
the development and use of information
systems. The literature referenced is not
exhaustive, but an attempt is made to cover
widely known works or original research
ACM Computing
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results. In addition, we have tried to include
references to both North American and
European research. Some relevant areas,
such as software engineering economics
[Boehm 19811 and human factors engineering [Ledgard et al., 1981; Moran 1981;
Shneiderman 19811, have not been covered
in depth.
1. PROBLEMS WITH THE INFORMATION
SYSTEM PROCESSES

An exact characterization
of IS problems is
difficult-perhaps
impossible-to
make.
As noted by many [Lucas 1975; Morgan
and Soden 1973; Turner 19821, an IS “failure” is multidimensional
and has several
subcomponents: technical, behavioral, political, etc.
In the following we discuss IS problems
in two IS processes: development
and
use. This discussion is based on a more detailed survey by Lyytinen and Hirschheim
[1987].
1.1 Problems with the Information
Development Process

System

The difficulties with information
systems
development have been widely discussed in
books, seminars, and workshops for over
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IS problem class
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IS Development

l

Process Problems

Description

References

Goals

Goals are ambiguous, too narrow,
and conflicting

Senn [1978], Kumar and Welke
[1984], Keen and Scott Morton
[1978]

Technology

Technology restricts
risk of change

Alter [ 19801, Kling and Scacchi
[ 19821

Economy

Poor quality of calculations;
foundations

Process features

Analysts dominate; poor communication; lack of quality control

Senn [1978], DeBrabander
Thiers [ 19841, Bubenko

View of organization

Neglect of behavioral
tional issues

Hedberg [ 19801, Keen and Scott
Morton [1978], Mumford [ 19811

Self-image

Highly

rationalistic

choices, high

1.2 Problems with the Information
Use Process’

lack of

and organizaimage

two decades [Brooks 1974; Lucas 1975,
19811. There are many indications that IS
development is fraught with recurrent
problems caused by poor, undisciplined,
and incomplete development practices. According to a recent survey referenced by
Gladden [1982], 75 percent of all systems
development undertaken was never completed or, if completed, not used. In a similar vein, Canning [1977] points out that
the inordinate amount of total life-cycle
costs (70 percent) spent on systems “maintenance” is a symptom of poor development
practice, and that the development process,
especially its early phases, is of low quality
[Bell and Thayer 19761.
On the basis of a classification by
Thoresen [1984], we divide IS development process problems into six classes:
goals, technology, economy, process features, view of the organizational environment, and self-image. The main content of
each problem class is shown in Table 2.
System

If information systems were truly “problem
solvers,” using them would improve decii The IS use process and the IS operations process are
discussed together, and they are not conceptually distinguished. As the operations process is instrumental
for the use process, this unification
is natural. Moreover, the literature seldom distinguishes between these
two processes.

9

Mayntz [ 19841, Kling [ 19801,
Hirschheim and Smithson [1987]
and
[ 19861

Kling [1980], Kling and Scacchi
[ 19821, Kumar and Welke [ 19841

sion making and increase organizational
effectiveness. Unfortunately,
empirical
studies provide some evidence suggesting
that this is not often the case. An extensive
assessment of users’ opinions about the IS
use process can be found in Lucas [ 19751,
who portrays the deficiencies in the IS use
processes as follows:
. . . users do not understand much of the output
they receive; there is duplication
of input and
output and changes are frequently made in systems without consulting users. Because of inaccuracies, users often discount all information
provided
by the system. Many users complain
of
information
overload:
massive
amounts of data are provided which cannot be
digested by the decision-maker.
. . A number of
users report that they do not actually use the information
provided by the system. Many feel
that computer-based
information
systems are
not worth the time or cost to develop and that
organizations would be better off without them.
[Lucas 1975, pp. 2-31

Similar conclusions have also been reached
by Pearson [ 19771, Lucas [ 19811, and
Turner [ 19821.Although more positive user
attitudes toward information systems have
been reported [Adams 1975; Senn 19801,
the general picture is pessimistic.
Thus the IS use process encompasses a
rich variety of problems. Following Alter
[1980] we divide these into five problem
categories: technical, data, conceptual, people, and complexity. A description of the
main contents of each problem class is
shown in Table 3.
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1987
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Table 3.

IS problem class

The IS Use Process Problems
References

Description

IS operations problems

IS is difficult to use; interface
is awkward; IS is slow and
unreliable

Alter [1980], Shneiderman [1981], SEN
[1983]

Data problems

Data are incorrect; lacks relevance;
is incomprehensible or missing

Alter [ 19801,Nygaard and Handlykken
[1981], Boland [1979], Senn [1979]

Conceptual problems
People problems

Wrong problem solved
Negative impact on work, power
shifts and job qualification
changes
IS is too complex to understand,
maintain, and use

Mitroff [ 19801,Alter [ 19801
Attewell and Rule [1984], Kling [1980],
Hirschheim [1986], Goranzon [ 19831

Complexity problems

1.3 Summary

Empirical studies of information
systems
show that IS processes are fraught with
several types of difficulties, which are rich
and varied and come from many backgrounds. Particularly,
the quality of the IS
development process is often poor, which
also detracts from the quality of the IS use
process.
We can calculate that the cost of all IS
problems in the United States is several
hundred million dollars annually. When we
add to this the observation that empirical
data about positive intangible
computer
impact are largely ambiguous [Attewell and
Rule 1984; Hirschheim 19861, we can conclude that the situation poses a continuing
challenge to the IS community. There is a
great practical need to understand the extent, impact, and nature of IS problems, as
well as the proficiency
of various approaches toward resolving them.
The classification
of IS problems presented here requires some additional comments. First, we have not explored the
relationships
among different
IS probIS problems
are
lems, even though
strongly
interdependent.
For example,
many IS development process problems
correlate highly with several IS use process problems. We have not, however,
analyzed
these
relationships
because
there are hardly any empirical
studies
on the topic, a full account of which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Second, we have not described in detail
how common various IS problems are. The
knowledge of, say, the number of informaACM Computing

Surveys, Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1987

Rosenberg [1980], Buckingham [1977],
SEN 119831

tion systems in which we have data or
conceptual problems would help in assessing the importance of improvements in the
IS context components. Unfortunately,
no
extensive empirical studies have been done
on this subject. Several researchers have
found [Alter 1980; Lucas 19751 that most
IS problems relate to the social and conceptual aspects of the IS, a finding that was
ascertained in a recent empirical study
[Lyytinen
1987b]. In the IS development
process the three most common problems
involve goals, process features, and selfimage. In the IS use process the three most
common problems involve complexity, concept, and people’s reactions.
2. TECHNICAL ADVANCES IN OPERATIONS
AND DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Research of IS in this area suggests that
technological breakthroughs in the operations and development environments
will
remove IS problems. Thus new technology
opens several avenues to improving
IS
processes. Also, technological
changes in
computing environments
will drastically
change the IS operations process. On the
other hand, widespread use of capitalintensive software technologies will change
the IS development environment and improve the development process.
2.1 Changing

Computing

Environment

The current state of the art in computer
technology is characterized
by so-called
fourth-generation
computing
systems
[Canning 1983, 1984; Gupta 19821. These

Different
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distributed systems offer user-friendly interfaces, higher reliability,
and better
performance/cost ratio than their predecessors, and they are substantially
changing the form and organization of the
IS operations process.
Fourth-generation technology, however,
is not a safe means of combating IS problems. First, new technology affects the operations process on personal or group
levels. What its impact will be on organization-wide information systems is far from
clear, and many IS problems concern such
organizational impacts. Second, every computer generation necessitates new approaches toward understanding the IS use
process and also toward establishing it on
a wide organizational basis. These approaches are just beginning to emerge, and
their adoption into practice will take time.

Systems: Problems and Solutions
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In addition, they shorten development
times by generating program codes and
helping to predict the performance of the
system.
Experience with these environments
shows, however, that they are mainly helpful in developing large information systems
and are thus cost effective in organizations
with a large IS function. In addition to
considerable investments in software, they
require extensive education in their use and
the availability of sufficient computing
power. Another shortcoming originates
from their limited scope. Most support environments are targeted to the system’s
design tasks and neglect many other aspects of the IS design: organization development, requirements analysis, and so on.
2.2.2 Application

Generators

Application generators exploit common
features of information systems by providA production process is capital intensive if ing a set of generic functions [Horowitz et
it involves large early expenditures to in- al. 19851. They provide a high degree of
crease the overall productivity of the pro- functional abstraction compared with traditional high-level languages, and thus can
cess [Wegner 19821, and information
improve development productivity. Inforsystems development is becoming highly
capital intensive. This happens in two mation systems can often also be developed
ways. First, systems design efforts are ex- by the users, as witnessed by the rapid
tensively channeled through computer- increase in end-user computing (EUC)
based support environments.
Second, [Martin 1982,1985].
Thus application generators seem to presoftware development is very often carried out with application generators, vent many IS problems from occurring. Unfortunately, this applies only to some of the
which are extremely capital intensive.
problems. For example, they do not remove
IS problems related to goals. Moreover,
2.2.1 Development Support Environments
they are limited in their function in that
Development support environments inte- they cannot be applied to the development
grate sets of tools that an IS developer can of all types of information systems. In apuse to accomplish specific development plications that involve, for example, heavy
tasks [Wasserman 1980, 1982; Waters computational loads like the bill of
19741. They usually form an integral part materials explosion, their limitations can
of the operations environment in the same become an obstacle. The acquisition and
way as editors and compilers. Examples of maintenance of application generators may
such environments are USE [Wasserman also create new technical and operational
1980, 19821, PSL/PSA [Teichroew et al. problems.
19801, and PLEXSYS [Nunamaker and
Konnsynski 19811.
2.3 Summary
Support environments ease the tedious
maintenance of development documents A number of researchers and industry anand help to derive complete specifications, alysts believe that advances in technology
check consistency [Welke 19811, and man- will solve many of the major IS problems
age the complexity with modular designs. (see, e.g., Martin [1985]). This, however, is
2.2 Capital-Intensive

Software

Technologies

ACM Computing
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Table 4.

IS Problems and the Impact of Technical Advances

(a) IS Development Process Problems
Changes
Computing environment
Support environment
Application generator
Change
Computing environment
Support environment
Application generator

Goals

Technology

Economy

Process

View of
organization

R
-

P

P

P

I:

F

F

-

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Operations
Data
Conceptual
R
P
R
R
::
P

not necessarily the case. A better IS operations process does not necessarily equate
with a better IS use process [Markus
19831, as the IS use process is not merely a
matter of technical operation
[Courbon
and Bourgeois 19801.
In spite of all this, our study does show
that advancing technology offers great opportunities for improving all IS processes,
and that it will play an important role in
shaping new types of information
systems
[Dickson et al. 19841.
Table 4 is a summary of the ways in
which IS problems relate to technical advances. Three types of connections are distinguished
for each problem class and
technology
improvementi
relevant
(R) ,
partly relevant (P), and irrelevant
(-1.
Relevant means that we have some empirically demonstrated
evidence that the
technology change can improve solution
potential for the IS problem class in question. For example, many studies show that
development
support environments
can
substantially improve the technical quality
of the information
system. Partly relevant
means that empirical evidence of how the
IS context component change affects the
problem area is ambiguous. For example,
on several occasions, application
generators can reduce data problems because they
promote user involvement and direct prototyping, and focus on the contents of data.
This does not imply, however, that data
problems have been solved or reduced just
by using application generators, or that application generators are always instrumental in this task. Irrelevant means that we
could not find empirically
demonstrated
ACM ComputingSurveys,Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1987

People

Selfimage
-

Complexity

P
P

ii
P

evidence that the change has any direct
impact on the problem area. For example,
the type of computer technology seems to
have no impact on what the developers
think of the nature of the development
process, that is, its self-image.
The problem-component
change matrices shown in this paper are largely based
on our critical assessment of the literature,
experience, and many discussions with colleagues, and in this sense they are not based
on strict empirical data. We first tried to
find empirical support that would corroborate or falsify the claims presented. Unfortunately, we quickly observed that there is
hardly any literature that tests the empirical validity of the types of connections
shown. Therefore, a set of initial problemchange matrices were discussed with several IS researchers to test for their validity
and correctness. As a result, several amendments and deletions were made, which resulted in the matrices shown in this paper.
Thus the matrices can be best read as a set
of empirical research conjectures.
3. DEVELOPMENT

PROCESS

CHANGES

This body of IS literature suggests that IS
problems can be removed by improving the
IS development process structure. This
structure is normally
represented by a
process model, which provides an interpretation of the IS development process by
enumerating,
classifying,
specifying, and
sequencing development
tasks. It is a
normative model-an
idealization of how
the IS development process ought to proceed. A typical example of a process
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The nature of the IS development process
Individual

Group

life cycle
Technical
system

LEARNING
Social
system

Figure 2.

Process model types.

design, organizamodel is a “waterfall” systems life-cycle model, evolutionary
model, suggested by Boehm [1976] and tional change, and discourse process.
We further classify the seven process
many others for the software engineering
model types into three process model type
process.
A process model is subsumed under a classes: engineering, learning, and dialogue.
process model type; that is, a process model This grouping leads to distinguishing three
type is a higher level abstraction of a set of regions in the figure, where the main charprocess models. To keep things simple, we acteristics of the IS development process
suggest that process models can be classi- are engineering, learning, and dialogue, refied into process model types according to spectively. Engineering process model type
two independent dimensions: the target of class suggests that the IS development
the IS development process and the nature process mainly involves the engineering of
of the IS development process. These di- technical (and social) artifacts. Learning
mensions form continua along which the process model type class views the IS development process as individual and collective
process models can vary.
The development target concerns either learning. Dialogue process model type class
the information system or the larger sur- sees the IS development process as a colrounding social system (user and organi- lective inquiry and bargaining process that
zational environments). The nature of the requires a mutual dialogue.
IS development process dimension determines whether the development process
concerns either an individual or a group. In 3.1 Engineering Process Model Type Class
the former case it is an individual problem- 3.1.1 Life-Cycle Model Type
solving process. In the latter it is a
collective social coordinative process. Conventionally the IS development process
Using these dimensions, we distinguish the has been founded on the idea of a product
following seven process model types life cycle [Hammer 1981]. Information sys(Figure 2): life cycle, prototyping, PSC tems development consists of activities
ACM Computing
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that comprise the software development
and evolution of the system [Wasserman
and Freeman 19831. A life-cycle concept
is further characterized
by concepts of
functional
design, an individual’s
rational behavior, and representation by refinement and transformation.
The life-cycle process model type applies
a functional
strategy
[Lanzara
1983;
Yordon 19821. The design outcome is
iteratively
decomposed into constituent
parts and then recomposed into its final
form [Langefors 19731. The decomposition is done on consecutive levels of abstraction, which range from application
concepts to concepts applicable to a description of the operational
system. On
each level the system’s functions
are
described in greater detail. Thus every
component in the final design has a function that is precisely described, and there
exists a step in the design process that
specifies and implements
this function.
Ideally, we have an isomorphism between
the morphology of the design process and
the morphology of the information system.
In the life-cycle model the design proceeds by an individual’s actions. A designer
exhibits completely rational behavior in the
sense of a rational view of decision making
[Keen and Scott Morton 19781: He or she
has complete control over design options
and can predict the outcomes of every design decision [Lanzara 19831.
From a representation
viewpoint, a design process is a sequence of linguistic
transformations
[Lehman 19841, which involves transformations
that map the problem statement into the problem solution
proposal. In this sequence each representation involves the idea of both the problem
and the system to be designed.
The strength of the traditional life-cycle
model type is its emphasis on the predictability, stability, and control of the development process and its account of rational
problem-solving behavior. Its shortcomings
are inflexibility,
the limited scope of the
target, and neglect of the ambiguous context in which any design process is carried
out [Lanzara 1983; Lehman 1980; Parnas
and Clements 19851.
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3.1.2 Prototyping Process Model Type

Within the engineering process model type
class the life-cycle model type has been
recently subjected to growing criticism: It
is pointed out that the idea of a sequential
task flow is overly idealistic and does not
correspond to real-life experience. In addition, critics challenge its implicit assumption that requirements can be stated in
advance once and for all by a “specification
freeze.” The life-cycle concept further neglects the learning involved in the experimental design and production
of many
technical artifacts. As prototypes are used
with success in most areas of mass production, why cannot this strategy be used in
the IS design? Therefore a prototyping
process model type which suggests that its
requirements and functions are developed
in parallel with their implementation
has
been recommended [Appleton 1983; Jenkins 1983; McCracken and Jackson 19811.
This incorporates group experimentation
and learning into the early phases of the IS
development process.
In the prototyping
process model type
the IS development process involves several transformation
sequences, not just one.
These can be achieved by applying appropriate operations and development enviapplication
generators
and
ronments:
support environments.
The prototyping
approach has an engineering orientation
because it limits the
scope of the design to a technical system.
The concept of the life cycle is only partly
abandoned and will be followed when the
prototyping phase has found out the correct
functions for the information system.
3.1.3 PSC Model Type

Another revision of the life-cycle model
type is the Finnish PSC systems development model [Iivari
1983; Kerola 1980;
Kerola and Freeman 19811. The PSC
model has been developed from the classical life-cycle model, but extends and
transcends it in many ways insofar as it
recognizes the need for a simultaneous
treatment
of all abstraction
viewpoints

Different Perspectives on Information

during each developmental step. In the
conventional life-cycle model type this is
accounted for only by implicit iteration
loops. Parallelism is achieved by dividing
the development process into three hierarchic and sequentially ordered control
and decision-making levels called the pragmatic (P), the semantic (S), and the constructive (C) levels; hence the name PSC
model. On the pragmatic level one studies
the impacts and purpose of the system, on
the semantic level one studies the
principal functional input-output relations
in the system, and on the constructive level one designs and implements the
system.
When comparing the PSC model with
the life-cycle model type, the inclusion of
P-level tasks in the system’s development
process is a powerful enhancement. The
PSC model has a larger target than the lifecycle model type and thus incorporates the
learning component into the IS development process [Iivari 19831. Also, iteration
and recursion become visible, making the
PSC model type more adaptable than the
life-cycle model. For example, prototyping
can be easily accommodated into the PSC
model type [Iivari 19831. The model also
recasts the idea of completely rational behavior applied in the life-cycle model type
and replaces complete rationality with a
bounded one [Newell and Simon 19721 (see
Klein and Welke [ 19801).
On the other hand, the PSC model retains engineering orientation: It frames the
development process with rational decision-making metaphors [Iivari 19831. Also,
owing to its complexity, it is difficult to
apply and operationalize [Klein and Welke
19801.
3.2 Learning

Process Model Type Class

3.2.1 Evolutionary Design Model Type

“Evolutionary” or “middle-out” development strategies [Lucas 1978; Keen 1981a]
challenge the structuring of the development process in terms of the hierarchic
decomposition of activities. They emphasize the role of organizational learning in
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effective IS development processes: A successful IS development process is more a
matter of social learning. The information
system is an incremental outgrowth of this
learning, and it continues to evolve over
time owing to new learning experiences.
Here the IS development process takes
place through a user’s learning cycle.
Therefore we can speak of immature and
mature phases of the IS development process [Lucas 19781 that correspond to the
user’s different learning stages.
Evolutionary design has been applied
primarily to single-user or group-based information systems, with a strong orientation toward decision support. Usually these
systems lack a clear statement of requirements. In this sense, evolutionary designs
are confined to small-scale information systems, and their applicability to other areas
remains to be demonstrated [Keen and
Scott Morton 19781.
3.2.2 Organizational
Model Type

Change Process

In the organizational change process model
type, the idea is to view the IS development
process in terms of organizational change
strategies that the developers can effectively use to improve chances of successful
IS implementation. Here the focus is primarily on changes in the user and organizational environments. Two theoretical
perspectives have been suggested [ Ginzberg
19781:planned change models and innovation models.

Planned change approaches originate
from the Lewin-Schein
[Lewin 19521
planned change model, in which an organizational change involves three stages: unfreezing, moving, and refreezing. Kolb and
Frohman [1970] have refined this further
by suggesting a sequence of seven steps:
scouting, entry, diagnosis, planning, action,
evaluation, and termination. Each step is
concerned with the changes in the balance
of forces existing in the organization and
the degree to which they foster IS change
or resistance to it.
The planned change approach has been
used in decision support system implemen-
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tations [Alter 1980; Alter and Ginzberg negotiations” approach used in several
1978; Keen and Scott Morton 19781, and Scandinavian countries, especially Norway
its validity has been tested in several stud- [Ciborra and Bracchi 1983; Kubicek 1983;
ies [Ginzberg 1978; Sorensen and Zand Nygaard 1983; Schneider and Ciborra 19831
19751.
because in Norway a labor-management
An innovation process approach deline- agreement is needed to develop any comates a sequence of steps followed during the puter-based system. These technology
adoption of an innovation. This model has agreements have established a variety of
also been applied and its validity tested rights for workers when bargaining over the
[Ginzberg 19781.The innovation process is design of information systems. From the
reflected in some development methodolo- union perspective, “systems development
gies. For example, sociotechnical ap- by negotiations” allows workers to obtain
proaches [Mumford 19831 and the ISAC new knowledge, decrease the risk of being
methodology [Lundeberg et al. 19811 em- overpowered, create solidarity, and particphasize the importance of recognizing the ipate actively [DEMOS 19791. Other types
problem opportunity and developing an of political process models have been disawareness of potential solutions.
cussed by Keen [1981b], Hirschheim et al.
The strength of the organizational
[1984], and Robey [1984].
change model type is its focus on the moThe strength of the bargaining model
tivation for learning new organizational be- type is that it recognizes conflict in the IS
haviors. In this sense, it goes beyond the development process and that this conflict
evolutionary design model type, which ne- has to be handled by bargaining and politglects processes that can foster organiza- ical maneuvering [Robey and Markus
tional learning. The weakness of the 19841. The weakness of the bargaining
organizational change model type is that model type is that it does not say much
it focuses on studying an individual’s be- about what conflict resolution strategies
havior, which can effect or prevent the are available and the conditions for effecchange. Consequently, the change is not tive conflict resolution.
seen as collectively created, but as depending more on the individual’s attitude.
3.3.2 Discourse Model Type

In a discourse model type an IS development process is a joint search for finding
3.3.1 Bargaining Model Type
rational reasons to act, which takes place
In the organizational change model type, through an exchange of arguments, that is,
an organization is viewed as a self-regulat- through discourse. The discourse is aimed
at the sharing of language, mutual undering system that adapts to its environment
standing, and trust. The exchange of arguby learning. In contrast, in the bargaining
model type, an organization is seen as a ments exhibits diversified pictures of
negotiated order, and the IS development organizational reality that underlie sugprocess is a political intervention into a gested acts [Lanzara and Mathiassen
negotiated status quo [Kubicek 19831. As a 19851. A discourse must bring different
result, the IS development process is a and extreme points of view together in
mixed political conflict-cooperation game. the task of generating and interpreting
Through an IS development process, orga- IS development tasks. This requires demnizational groups can gain or lose power as ocratic dialogue that critically searches
a result of their bargaining position and for IS problems and their solutions.
skill. The groups improve their strategic
In a discourse model type there is a no
position through internal cohesion and “life cycle” of the output. Instead, the IS
education, and political coalitions.
development and use processes form a conThere are several variations of the bar- tinuous symbolic process involving the cregaining model type. The most prominent
ation, sharing, maintenance, and criticism
example is the “systems development by of organizational pictures. These pictures
3.3 Dialogue

Process Model Type Class
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Change
Life cycle
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Evolutionary
approaches
Organizational
change
Bargaining
Discourse

play an active role in defining problems,
proposing agendas, and providing exemplars for organizational action. Examples
of discourse models are Checkland’s softsystems methodology [Checkland 1981,
19841, Lanzara’s view of the development
process as “games” [Lanzara 19831, and
Boland’s [1978, 19811 and Boland and
Day’s 119821work on symbolic dimensions
of the IS design.
The problem with the dialogue process
model type is that it tends to be complex
and requires considerable skill and knowledge to apply. There are few proposals as
to how to structure the argumentation
process. Without an appropriate agenda for
debate, however, the IS development process turns into meaningless chatter. One
promising approach is Mason and Mitroff’s
[1981] method for challenging design assumptions.
3.4 Summary

In a survey by Dickson et al. [1984] an
understanding of the IS development process ranked sixth in importance for IS success. This explains IS researchers’ great
interest in structuring the IS development
process, Other reasons are rapid changes in
IS environments and the new types of information systems developed. This neces-
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sitates a fresh look at the development
process.
The seven process model types solicited
exhibit a large variety of views for framing
the IS development process. Each focuses
on a different component in the IS context
for interpreting the development process.
For the life-cycle model type the focal point
is the technical system; for the organizational change model type it is the user
environment; for the bargaining model type
it is the organizational climate and political
environment of the information system. In
this sense, various development process improvements apply to different sets of IS
problems. This is shown in Table 5.
As Table 5 demonstrates, a flexible mixture of various process structures is essential for solving all IS problems. This
currently lacks a cogent framework.
More research is needed to understand
the requirements of each component in
the IS context sets for appropriately
framing the IS development process. Immediate results can be obtained, however,
by focusing on the critical problems that
each process model type can effectively
handle. Life-cycle models deal effectively
with technical and operational problems; a
prototyping model can be used when developers are uncertain about the functions of
the IS; organizational change models apply
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to development processes where the biggest
problems relate to the user’s motivation;
finally, bargaining and discourse models
apply when there is a great uncertainty
about the goals and problems to be solved,
and the user and political environments
are characterized by strong, conflicting
coalitions.
4. DEVELOPMENT
CHANGES

ORGANIZATION

This body of IS literature assumes that the
success of the information system depends
on the social structures and interactions
that prevail during and after the development process. Information systems create
problems because prevailing social arrangements inhibit
creative planning and
successful change. The issue of social arrangements for supporting change and
creative planning arises at two levels: management of the organizations’ IS function
and project management.
4.1 Management
Function

of Information

System

This issue has been a source of great controversy and heated debate for at least one
decade [Emery 1977; King 19831. Today’s
general opinion is that each position in the
centralized/decentralized continuum has
its pros and cons. Therefore, how instrumental decentralization is in solving potential IS problems is currently an open
question, and the outcome of decentralization seems to depend on types of computing, management, and user expectations,
that is, on the IS type and its user and
organizational environments [King 19831.
4.2 Project Management

The level of project management deals with
managing the development of a particular
information system. Project management
is possible without a global IS function,
although this rarely occurs. Since the early
1970s [Blumenthal 19691 it has been common policy to align specific IS development
processes with a more global IS strategy.
There are three problems in structuring
a project management strategy, which
involve

The management of IS function is con- (1) administrative models,
cerned with global IS policy. This policy (2) interaction structures,
sets guidelines and principles for modeling, (3) interaction strategies.
managing, and developing the applications
These issues are also relevant to the manportfolio, development and implementaagement of a global IS function, although
tion of a technological infrastructure,
emphasis in the current IS literature lies at
management and organizational location the level of project management. A comof the IS function, IS personnel planning
and education, methodology selection and mon view also seems to be that there are
no principal differences as to how the three
education, standards, documentation, in- issues are handled at the two levels.
formation technology forecasting and
The three issues are hierarchically replanning, etc. [Davis 19841.
lated so that administrative models define
The global IS policy setting on the organizational level has only recently gained specific interaction structures, which, in
more research attention [cf. Davis 1984; turn, mold the interaction strategies.
Dickson et al. 1984; Nolan 19841.There are Therefore, the same order is followed in the
few, if any systematic studies on its impact following discussion.
on IS problems; the most researched area 4.2.1 Administrative Models
is probably the modeling of the applications
portfolio, which is discussed in Section 5.1. Administrative models are concerned with
Therefore it is difficult at this stage to the formal mechanisms that enable particevaluate the impact of global IS policy on ipant groups to take part in the developpotential IS problems.
ment process. These mechanisms take
In this section we briefly touch on one various forms, depending, for example,
on the process model type and developaspect of the IS management: centralization versus decentralization of IS function.
ment methods followed.
ACM Computing
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The traditional
administrative
model
consists of a decision-making
hierarchy
that allocates resources, defines performance standards, and audits systems development results. The model sets rigid
reporting and control structures by defining roles that are responsible for welldefined tasks [Ciborra and Bracchi 1983;
Scacchi 19841. The development organization is staffed mainly by IS professionals.
The users exert their influence by having
their representatives participate in the system’s administrative
machinery. Their role
is to review and accept the specifications
and to give information
needed by IS
professionals.
In recent literature new administrative
models have been suggested, including matrix-type
project organizations,
parallel
project organizations
[Lundeberg
et al.
19811, cooperative strategies, and usercontrolled systems development. Mumford
[ 19831 distinguishes between vertical and
horizontal
administrative
models. The
former
involves
user’s representation
on all hierarchic levels of the project organization,
and the latter specifies a
wide organization that allows all affected
to participate
directly.
More attention
has also been paid to “contingencies,”
such as development contracts and their
content [Beath 19831 or social externalities [Ciborra 19831 that will affect the selection of an appropriate
administrative
model. For example, Beath [1983] identifies clans, bureaucracies, and markets as
different
organizational
archetypes that
can be applied, depending on the content
of the development contract. The choice
depends on the uncertainty and chance for
opportunism associated with contracting.
The type and number of roles identified
by an administrative
model have also undergone a rapid change. Many scholars
have challenged the classical dichotomy between IS professionals as primary problem
solvers and users as passive clients. Boland
[1978] suggests the problem-solver role for
all IS developers. The primary difference
between IS developers is the specific
perspective in viewing the problem-not
problem-solving ability. Similar arguments
have also been put forward by Lundeberg
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et al. [ 19811 and Mumford [ 19831. Mumford
points out that the user as a problem solver
also shapes the role of the IS professional
in a new way-from
that of “designer as
sole problem solver” to that of “designer as
teacher, advisor, and agent of change.” In
the same vein, Keen and Scott Morton
[1978] argue in favor of the changing role
of IS professionals as implementors
and
agents of change.
4.2.2 Interaction Structures

An interaction structure suggests a pattern
of communication
between different administrative roles. It includes the possibility of taking initiatives, the right to suggest
new matters for discussion, and the right
to express an opinion of the discussed matter. The interaction
structure, therefore,
covers both the formal and the informal
part of the organization.
The interaction
structure suggested in
conventional
models projects IS professionals’ interactions with users as a series
of learning, analyzing, and suggesting protocols, followed by separate implementation and education phases. These protocols
are started and controlled by the IS professional. The new administrative
roles proposed have created a need for more flexible
interaction structures. Boland [1978] discusses teaching, suggesting, and critiquing
protocols, followed by trying and accepting
phases. All these protocols mutually bind
all IS developers. Mumford [1984] writes
that participation
implies mutual learning,
which makes possible informed decision
making, development of working relationships (mutual trust), and decrease of power
domination [see also Hplyer 19801. She also
points out that participation can differ with
regard to the content of design, that is,
which matters can become topics of interactions. In a similar vein, Keen and
Scott Morton [1978] call for a broader
scope of interaction, mutual commitment,
and the building of realistic expectations.
4.2.3 Interaction Strategies

An interaction strategy can be defined as
those techniques that each participant or a
ACM Computing
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Table 6.

IS Problems and the Impact of Development

Organization

Changes

(a) IS Development Process Problems
Change

Goals

Development organization

R

Change
Development organization

Technology
-

Process

View of
organization

Selfimage

P

R

P

P

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Operations
Data
Conceptual
P
R

participant
group can use to fulfill his or
her role effectively. Traditionally
IS professionals’ interaction
strategies have been
characterized by neutrality, value freedom,
and a commitment to apply technical skills
correctly. Users, on the other hand, are
expected to express their needs openly
when asked.
The changes in administrative
models
and interaction structures have lead to proposals for new interaction strategies. Keen
and Scott Morton [1978] stress that the
designer must apply several tactics toward
developing a contract for change. These
include diagnosing possible resistance and
selecting “countercounterimplementation”
strategies
[Keen
1981b]. Ciborra
and
Bracchi [1983] disclose the inevitability
of opportunism
in systems design. Each
attempts to use strategies that exhibit information favorable to them and disregards
other strategies. Boland [ 1979,1981] points
out that the IS development process implies
an interpenetration
with the users through
language that is alien to the users. This
creates the risk of intrusion. The IS professional must be aware of the boundary at
which interpenetration
turns into intrusion, for the latter lowers one’s capability
of being a good designer.
4.3 Summary

Development
organization
improvements
focus on organizational
features of the IS
development environment:
roles, communication
patterns,
and strategies. The
strength of this body of IS research is its
sensitivity to the social texture of the IS
development process. Thus the improvements in the IS development organization
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can decrease IS problems that have a social
origin and background (Table 6).
Unfortunately,
there are few empirical
studies on the positive impact of the changing development organization.
Studies by
Ives and Olson [1981] and Hirschheim
[1983, 19851 show that the changing roles
of IS developers produce some positive outcomes, but, in general, the results are inconclusive. Furthermore,
it is difficult to
establish and maintain new organizational
arrangements.
An empirical
study by
DeBrabander and Thiers [1984] shows detailed evidence that more relaxed interaction patterns strengthen the possibility for
IS success.

5. MODELING

IMPROVEMENTS

Changes in the development methods suggest that IS processes can be improved by
creating models of the IS and its environments. These models can help to analyze,
predict, and communicate the structure and
content of the information
system and its
interactions with IS environments more accurately and completely than previously. In
general, we classify IS development methods into three groups: IS models, IS environment models, and IS context models.
IS models represent information systems
as a deterministic, technical system. IS environment
models describe ambiguous,
more malleable user and organizational environments and their interactions with the
information system. Some IS development
methods thus mix representations
of the
information
system and some of its key
environments.
IS context models focus
on several components of the IS context,

Different

Perspectives on Information

including
external, organizational,
and development environments.
5.1 Information

user,

System Models

This method group focuses on the structure
and behavior of the information
system.
The methods aim at an abstract, deviceindependent specification of the information system that can be used later on to
implement the system in a specific operations environment. In this group we distinguish between the following development
approaches:
l
l

formalistic
functional.

information

modeling and

5.1.1 Formalistic Information Models

Formalistic information
models aim at a
formal and nonalgorithmic
specification of
the IS [ANSI/SPARC
1975; Jardine and
Reuber 1984; van Griethuysen 19821. The
static structure of the information
system
is captured by expressing data meaning in
terms of entities, properties, and relationships [Flavin 1981; Rochfeld and Tardieu
1983; Tsichritzis
and Lochovsky
1982;
Wiederhold 19771. The IS dynamics are
expressed as triggers and events that
change the data [Gustafsson et al. 1982;
Jackson 19831. Abstractions, assumptions,
and constraints are also included in the
formal IS model [Bubenko 1980; Flavin
1981; van Griethuysen 19821. In the ideal
case the IS model is isomorphic to some
aspect of reality [Borgida 19851.
The formalistic information
models are
founded on axiomatic set theory [Stamper
19841, first-order theory [van Griethuysen
19821, or other logic systems [Furtado 1985;
Stachowitz 19851. They also provide userfriendly graphical languages and can be
often augmented with computer-aided tools
[Berild et al. 1984; Kung and Selvberg 1984;
Olle et al. 19821. Thus, in contrast to functional approaches, they are geared toward
more abstract
specifications
[Bubenko
19831. In particular, they are valuable in an
early formalization
of the data [Furtado
19831. They also support a more disciplined
data analysis [Kahn 1982; Yao et al. 19821
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than functional models and help to foresee
the impact of data formalization
on the
organizational
environment
[Berild et al.
19841. The completeness and consistency
of the system specifications are easier to
validate; specifications become more modularized, and they are not overloaded with
technical detail. In this way formal information models promote systems designs
that are more stable and can accommodate
changes in the operations environment.
Formalistic
information
models have
limitations,
however. They disregard the
characteristics
of the users and the uses
of data and their impact [Stamper 19851.
Although information
models attempt to
capture the meaning of data, they are
inadequate in this task because they are
based on a too naive theory of meaning
[Winograd and Flores 19861. In effect, information models have a bias toward treating “meaning” as a stable and immutable
entity originating
from outside human
judgment [Kent 19781. This bias can increase bureaucratic side effects and introduce dysfunctions
in the information
systems’
processes
[Lyytinen
1987a;
Stamper 19861.
5.1.2 Functional Information System Models

The functional IS models are process oriented. They originate from the design of
systems for processing documents represented in files of records. Functional
models describe IS in terms of connected
activities that process, transform, store, access, and modify data [DeMarco
1978;
Ross and Schoman 1977; Ross 1977, 1985;
Lundeberg et al. 19811. Thus a modeling
outcome is a representation
of systems
of activities with input-output
relations
to other systems. The mathematical basis
of functional
models is graph theory,
especially
Petri nets [Peterson
19771.
Functional models are also supported by
appropriate computer-aided
tools [Teichroew and Hershey 19771.
Functional
models improve the quality of information
system specifications
[Chapin
1979; DeMarco
19781. They
specify more consistently and completely
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Table 7.

IS Problems and the Impact of IS Model Changes

(a) IS Development Process Problems
Change
Information models
Functional models
Change
Information models
Functional models

Goals
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Technology
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Process

View of
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P
P

P
P

R
R

P
P

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Conceptual
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Data
P
R

R
P

People
-

Selfimage
-

Complexity

functions of the system regardless of a
specific implementation
strategy. In this
way developers can grasp the dynamic behavior of the system and its functional
relationships with the rest of the organization. This can also make it easy to predict
its performance.
In spite of these advantages, functional
models have limitations.
They entertain a
mechanistic view of the information system
use process [Kensing 19841 and provide
only little support for problem solving and
organizational
change [Kensing
1984;
Vitalari 19841. Furthermore, their view of
the information system is too limited. They
are abstracted from the physical implementation of the operations process, but neglect
a deeper analysis of the social meaning of
these processes.

little help for problem solving, communication, and design tasks, and they made
restricting
(and unrealistic)
assumptions
about the development process, organization, and target systems. The same conclusions were reached in Vitalari’s
[1984]
study, which demonstrates that system development methods support only slightly
early development tasks that concentrate
on goals and on the conceptual understanding of the problem. Thus development
in
method
improvements,
as shown
Table 7, do not relate to all IS problems.
In contrast, IS models seem to be applicable
mostly to solving operations,
data, and complexity
problems.
They
may also have a positive impact on IS development process features and technological problems.

5.1.3 Summary

5.2 Information

A key assumption in the IS model improvements is that the accuracy and correctness
of IS representations have a positive impact
on the IS development and use processes.
The more consistent and complete the IS
model is, the more efficient and effective
the IS processes will be. Unfortunately,
there is little empirical support to this
claim. Very few, if any, systematic studies
have been carried out in an attempt to
understand the impact of IS development
methods on IS processes. Floyd [1986] reports a series of cases in which several
methods were used to solve the same application problem. The study concentrated
only on IS development process problems.
Her conclusions were that all studied methods had several limitations: They provided

IS environment models describe the interactions of the information system with one
or several IS environments. Their primary
aim is to understand how the IS environments interact and are affected by the information system and the qualities that
they acquire through the interactions. Usually the focus is on understanding
the IS
use process, although some models shed
light on the IS development process.
In IS environment models we distinguish
among several method classes:
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information system architecture,
information need,
success factor,
sociotechnical, and
evaluation.
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information system’s plan. A good IS architecture reduces the total expenditure of
Information system architecture models the IS function, improves the overall use of
represent the overall IS architecture for an information systems, creates new services,
organization. The IS architecture identiand integrates the IS development process
fies major applications and their principal
with organizational design.
linkages, and helps to manage, develop,
Current IS architecture models have recrepresent, and assess an organization’s
ognized deficiencies. Their view of organiapplication portfolio [Davis and Olson zation is overly mechanistic. Their use can
1985; Kay et al. 1981; Martin 19831. Thus lead to increased bureaucracy and thereby
the focus is on interactions between the neglect the potential of user-lead developinformation system and the organizational
ment, increase unnecessary systems develenvironment on an organizational level. opment controls, and avoid risky, highThe IS architecture is a normative con- payoff development efforts. One crucial
cept: The current IS portfolio is compared problem is that their validity cannot be
with a future vision of what the portfolio
easily detected. Furthermore, the models
should look like. The basic premise is that often tend to be either too complicated to
an organization needs the orderly growth be of any value in real life or too simple,
of the application portfolio to operate making their credibility poor. Many have
effectively, and that growth need can be pointed out that IS architecture models are
derived from features of the organiza- difficult to use and require considerable
tional, user, operations, and external knowledge of the methods and business
environments.
being analyzed.
Several methods have been proposed
The models seem to be relevant when
for developing an IS architecture. These dealing with goal problems, and partly relinclude
business systems planning
evant when dealing with economy, process
[IBM, 1981; Martin 1983; Sullivan 19851, features, and views of organizations. They
critical success factors [Rockart 1979; are also instrumental in coping with data
Sullivan 19851, King’s strategy set trans- problems, and partly relevant with regard
formation
[King
19781, Davis and to conceptual, people, and complexity probWetherbe’s long-range information sys- lems. There are few empirical assessments
tems planning [Davis and Olson 19851, for using the IS architecture models. Some
McFarlan and McKenney’s strategic grid case studies have obtained positive results,
approach [Davis and Olson 1985; Ives however, when using critical success factor
and Learmonth 19841, and Blumenthal’s
(CSF) approaches [Boynton and Zmud
[1969] taxonomic framework for devel- 1984; Rockart and Crescenzi 19841.
oping an information systems architecture.
Some of these are similar to those used
in identifying the information needs for 5.2.2 Information-Need Approaches
a singular application. The contents of
methods vary greatly in terms of focused Information-need approaches attempt to
infer the need for an information system
IS environments. Some concentrate mainly
from the organizational, usually manageon features of the organizational environment (goals, tasks, activities, and pro- rial, point of view. Emphasis is on undercesses) [IBM 19811; others place more standing individual and organizational
emphasis on understanding the user requirements for functions and informaenvironment and the user’s perceptions tion that the future information system
ought to supply. Often, but not necessarily,
[Rockart 19791.
The strength of IS architecture models information-need approaches are further
is in observing the information system’s refinements of the IS architecture model.
role in improving the organization’s total Therefore, some development methods
effectiveness, competitive situation, etc. can be used in both areas.
A plethora of techniques, methods, and
These models also pinpoint a close connection between the corporate strategy and the approaches have been suggested to accom-

5.2.1 Information System Architecture

Models
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plish the task of deriving information needs
[Cooper and Swanson 1979; Davis 1982;
Taggart and Tharp 1977; Yadav 19831.
These include normative analysis [Carlson
19791, decision analysis [Ackoff 19671,
process analysis
[IBM
19811, activity
analysis [Lundeberg et al. 19811, critical
success factors analysis [Rockart 19791,
and strategy set transformation
[King
19781.
The strength of information-need
models
is their emphasis on understanding the purpose of the IS use process in a larger context
that embraces both the user and organizational environments.
Thus they can be
instrumental
in solving relevant organizational or user’s problems and in assessing alternative
IS development options
carefully.
Current
need-oriented
models have
shortcomings that have received attention
in recent literature. These relate mainly to
assumptions
that these methods make
about the user and organizational environments. The need approaches have primarily
an individualistic
orientation and thus ignore salient interactions between the user
and organizational
environments
[Ciborra
19841. Furthermore, in understanding
the
user environment,
the methods rely too
much on the concepts of cognitive style and
rational man in assessing the information
need [Huber 1981, 19831. In studies of the
organizational
environment
overly cybernetic and mechanistic models are applied
[Boland 1979; Ciborra 1984; Keen 1981b;
Mitroff 19821, a nonconflicting
concept of
organization is presumed, and thus focus is
only on some IS use processes [Goldkuhl
and Lyytinen 1982; Hedberg and Jonssbn
1978; Mason and Mitroff 19731.
Strikingly,
although many methods for
deriving information needs exist, there are
few empirical assessments about their applicability
and effectiveness. In addition,
all such assessments consist of either short
case studies or abstract feature analyses [cf.
Cooper and Swanson 1979; Yadav 19831.
5.2.3 Success Factor Approaches

Success factor approaches study organizational and user environments,
and their
principal aim is to model factors like orgaACM Computing
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nizational characteristics,
user-group features, individual
differences, and prior
computer experience to predict the IS
implementation
risks. In other words,
the primary focus is on understanding
how features in user and organizational
environments
determine the quality of
the “fits” between the information
system and its environments
[Lucas 1981;
Markus and Robey 19831.
Two lines of research have evolved to
cope with IS implementation:
theories regarding the organizational evolution of information
systems and implementation
risk factor models.
5.2.3.1 Organizational
Evolution
Theories of Information Systems. IS evolution
theories disclose prevalent features in the
information
system and its environments
that affect the quality of IS processes. We
can discern two classes of theories: growth
of interrelated
models and frameworks
variables.
Growth models [Nolan 1973, 1977, 19791
correlate IS problems with an S-shaped
computing growth pattern predicted by an
evolutionary
teleological mechanism. The
mechanism enables us to predict rises in
computing costs by relating changes in the
operations environment
to an organizational learning curve describing the ability
to control the technology diffusion. The
learning curve is traced by changes in four
growth processes: IS portfolio, the type of
operations environment, the nature of the
development environment (especially planning and control), and changes in the user
environment
(user awareness). Hence the
model identifies complex interrelationships
between organizational
learning and technological
development
and their joint
impact on IS problems.
Growth models offer a valuable heuristic
device for studying and predicting the evolution of the IS function in all four areas.
In fact, they have been one of the most
widely used paradigms for managing organizational IS evolution. In particular, the
growth models provide help in selecting
appropriate strategies for advancing technology assimilation. These include finding
technological discontinuities
(rapid changes
in the operation environments
that may
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disrupt the whole IS context), identifying
lems. The reasons for their low practical
changes in user’s awareness and skill, and utility are manifold: lack of an underlying
helping IS applications and operations en- theory, lack of general agreement on what
vironment planning.
variables to select, haphazard division of
The growth models have weaknesses, variables into independent and dependent
however. One is that they tend to be too ones, naive application of strict causal exbroad to be useful in dealing with specific planation of relationships among variables
IS problems. Their applicability in dealing [cf. Checkland 19811, and so on.
with data problems, for example, is difficult
In general, we lack empirical studies on
to show. Another is that growth models how theories of the evolution of informainclude theoretical and empirical short- tion systems influence IS problems. These
comings: Their empirical base is question- theories tend to be general, and for this
able, they are unaware of their normative
reason their applicability in dealing with
content, and finally they fail to account particular IS problems is difficult to meafully for the complex relationships among sure. The greatest gains, however, seem to
all components in the IS context [King and be coming from a deeper understanding of
Kraemer 19841.
process features, conceptual problems, and
Frameworks
of interrelated
variables
problems with people. Growth models may
model the IS context by independent,
also help to reduce the complexity of the IS
partly independent, and controlled vari- development process.
ables and attempt to predict the outcome
5.2.3.2 Implementation Risk Factor Modof the dependent variables. Usually the selected variables cover all IS context envi- els. Implementation risk factor models
shed light on the dynamics of organironments and processes, but the primary
focus is on the user and organizational en- zational and user adaptation to an inforvironments. Various frameworks have been mation system. They can be grouped into
proposed by, among others, Mason and three model classes. The oldest models reMitroff [ 19731, Lucas [ 19751, Dickson flected professionals’ implementation exet al. [1977], Bostrom [ 19781, Ein-Dor and perience. As Keen and Scott Morton [ 19781
Segev [ 19781, and Ives et al. [ 19801. More show, the problem with these models is that
specifically, Ein-Dor and Segev [ 19781 sug- they often suggest contradictory lines of
action.
gest 22 propositions as to how independent,
partly independent, and controlled variThe second model type involves factor
ables affect IS success. Another example is models [Alter 1980; Ginzberg 1981; Keen
Ginzberg’s [ 19801 study of interactions be- and Scott Morton 1978; Lucas 1981;
tween system characteristics and organi- Powers and Dickson 19731. The factor
zational characteristics. These together paradigm attempts to answer the following
determine an “organizational fit” affecting question: What factors are associated with
the IS implementation outcome.
IS problems, especially with people’s reacThe value of the research into variable tions to IS? Examples of would-be factors
frameworks is that it has stimulated inves- [Ginzberg 19751 are top-management suptigations into the cause-effect patterns that port, felt need, and IS quality. Unfortunately, the factor models have been of little
underlie IS problems. These investigations
have provided valuable insights into the help in explaining the successin implementation. They lack an underlying theory;
nature of IS problems, suggested heuristics
for solving them, and discussed aspects to studies concentrate only on easily measurconsider in understanding the quality of IS able variables and disregard factors that
processes. Unfortunately, the results ob- are difficult to measure [Keen 19741; they
show inconclusive patterns between setained from these studies are inconclusive
[Attewell and Rule 1984; Turner 19821.Al- lected factors and success in implementathough new frameworks have been more tion [Turner 19821.
Some of the recent implementation studgeneral and detailed in their selection of
variables [Ives et al. 19801, they have not ies have enlarged earlier factor models by
been of much help in coping with IS prob- incorporating a view of the implementation
ACM Computing
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process into the implementation
model
[Ginzberg 19781. The process views have
been mainly derived from political and conflict theories of organizational
change. A
political model suggests [Kling and Iacono
1984; Markus 1983; Markus and Pfeffer
19831 that organizational
power is an important factor to consider in IS development. Therefore, an investigation
into the
social and political climate affecting opportunities for successful IS intervention
is
needed. This investigation
must disclose
how organizational
power balances are to
be changed as a precondition
for effective
IS change. The conflict model [Franz and
Robey 1984; Robey 19841 delineates the
conflict resolution process involved in IS
development. Two ways of resolving the
conflict exist: constructive resolution and
management by negotiated compromise.
Robey [1984] noted that these strategies
are largely culturally based and can be applied simultaneously to interpret the same
sequence of development events.
The implementation
risk factor models
have been validated by extensive empirical
research [Alter 1980; Keen and Scott
Morton 19781. They are relevant to an
understanding of development problems in
goals, economy, process features, view of
organization,
and self-image. They may
also help in coping with problems with data,
conceptual understanding, and people.
5.2.4 Sociotechnical

Approaches

Sociotechnical approaches adopt the perspective that IS development involves the
design of a work organization. Thus they
incorporate features of the information system, user, and organizational environments
into a sociotechnical model of the IS context. Representatives of the sociotechnical
approach
are Mumford
[1981, 19831,
Bostrom and Heinen [1977a, 1977b], and
DeMaio [ 19801.
In the sociotechnical approaches the information system has to be compatible with
the surrounding social system, that is, the
user and the organizational
environments.
This is achieved by developing social and
technical alternatives simultaneously
and
comparing them with regard to their ability
ACM Computing
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to meet both social and efficiency objectives
[Land et al. 19801.
Sociotechnical approaches offer an effective strategy for dealing with many social
implications
of the IS change [Mumford
19831. Many empirical applications of the
method have shown that it allows a balanced adoption of the information
system
into user and organizational environments
and takes into account prevailing social
values and norms, elusive social needs,
users’ skills and competence, and so forth
[Bostrom and Heinen 1977b; Hirschheim
1985; Land 19821.
However, sociotechnical approaches may
sometimes suggest a too limited change
strategy, as their basic image of an information system is limited to a technical
system.
Therefore
sociotechnical
approaches focus mainly on the IS operations
process. Whenever guidelines are given on
how to model the IS use process [cf.
DeMaio 1980; Mumford
19831, they are
based on a limited cybernetic outlook on
the nature of knowledge. Moreover, sociotechnical approaches assume that consensus is a main feature of organizations as
open systems. For this reason sociotechnical designs may fail to recognize the politics
of systems design that relate to the shifts
in the organizational power balance [Markus 19831. Finally, sociotechnical designs
assume a “two-track”
development trajectory. The first, the technical track, can be
carried out by the conventional
IS development methods. The second, the social
track, uses specific sociotechnical methods.
However, how these two tracks, with different world views, can always be smoothly
combined is not sufficiently addressed. For
example, if technical goals and social needs
cannot be balanced, there is no room to use
the sociotechnical approach.
5.2.5 Evaluation Approaches

The commonplace approach to IS evaluation has been to consider technical or costefficiency criteria, or to base it on intuition
[Carlson 1974; Emery 19741. This approach, in spite of its simplicity, has lead
to the development of information systems
that are technically sound, but nonetheless
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organizationally
unacceptable or ineffective. Therefore, a search has been made for
more elaborate evaluation methods.
Proposed evaluation
approaches combine elements from the information system
and its environments.
These approaches
suggest decision rules that may guide decision makers to a more informed
and
“rational”
decision [Carlson 1974; Emery
1971, 1974; King and Schrems 1978;
Kleijnen 19801.
An evaluation
method distinguishes
three elements for IS decision making
[Klein and Hirschheim 1983; Welke 19781:
(1) What is the impact of the information
system on IS environments?
(2) How are these consequences measured?
(3) How can the measures be combined to
yield a “good decision”?
The first question deals with the problem
of improving representations of the IS context. Consequence measures then refine the
IS context representations to determine the
merits of proposed IS designs. On this level,
Carlson [1974] distinguishes
among six
measurements:
event logging,
attitude
survey, rating and weighting,
systems
measurement, systems analysis, and costbenefit analysis. In the third step, the
measures are combined by applying decision rules that state how the measures can
be combined and compared.
The value of the evaluation frameworks
is that they recognize a wider range of
consequences and suggest more elaborate
decision rules than intuitive or technical
considerations. Their main thrust is on information
system effectiveness
[Emery
1974; Hamilton
1980; Welke 19781. The
measures refer to the accomplishment
of
an organization’s
objectives, reasons for
their variance, and selection of alternatives
that achieve them. This has resulted in
large and complicated frameworks. For example, King and Schrems [1978] enumerate 26 possible IS benefits (performance
measures) that can contribute to effectiveness. Hamilton
[1980] suggests a framework that involves 12 objectives grouped
into four levels, combining 35 performance
measures. The measures range from im-
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proved time of information presentation to
higher sales revenues.
The value of evaluation approaches is
twofold. They identify the goal-oriented
nature of IS design and the importance
of “purposefulness”
for the definition
of rationality.
Second, the evaluation approaches demonstrate the limitations
of
technological and cost criteria for effective
IS design, and suggest the consideration of
a wider range of possible consequences.
Evaluation
approaches also have deficiencies, and often their practical use is
limited. First, Welke [ 19781 criticized their
way of combining consequence measures.
He pinpoints the fact that most evaluation
methods combine several measures to yield
a single value on one scale. This approach
is, however, too simple and leads to complicated measurement problems. Instead,
Welke prefers the application of balances
and heuristics. Second, in most frameworks, one calculates with “objective measures” to select the “optimal” alternative. In
these frameworks one thus loses sight of
the fact that goals, values, and measures
are actually the results of a social negotiation [Bloor 19761. Third, evaluation approaches assume that decision goals can be
accepted by all the members of an organization. In an empirical study, however,
Kumar and Welke [1984] showed that this
is not the case, even within IS development
groups. Fourth, the approaches ignore the
fact that “rational” selection measures are
often used to achieve some limited political
goals [Franz and Robey 1984; Kling 1980;
Mayntz 1984; Robey and Markus 19841.
5.2.6 Summary

The essential point with regard to IS environment models is that an understanding
of the effective IS use process requires a
penetrating analysis of IS environments.
Several development methods can help in
this analysis (Table 8). IS environment
models can help to overcome IS problems
in data, conceptual understanding,
and
people’s reactions. There is also some empirical evidence to support these claims,
although few studies have been carried out
to test them systematically.
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Table 8.

The Impact of IS Environment
(a)

IS Development

Models on IS Problems

Process Problems
View of
organization

Selfimage

Change

Goals

Technology

Economy

Process

Information
system
architecture
Information-need
approaches
Success factor approaches
Sociotechnical approaches
Evaluation approaches

P

P

P

-

P

-

P
R
R
R

P

P
P
P
R

P

R
P
R
P

P
-

Change
Information
system
architecture
Information-need
approaches
Success factor approaches
Sociotechnical approaches
Evaluation approaches

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Operations
Data
Conceptual

People

Complexity

P

R

P

-

P

P

P
P
P

R
P

However, the impact of IS environment
models has not been as pervasive as expected, and many problems are associated
with their use. First, their adoption into
practice is not easy and involves large
investments
in education
[Hirschheim
19851. Second, their use may necessitate
considerable overhead in systems development, the outcomes are not always clear,
and often they cannot be related easily to
other methods. Furthermore,
IS environment models may require drastic changes
in the organization and process structure
aspects of the IS development environment
that may be difficult to achieve because of
prejudices, vested interests, or resistance to
change. Third, IS environment models tend
to emphasize formality and causal explanation
[Boland
1979; Weick 19841 in
understanding
user and organizational
behaviors. There is a considerable dearth
of theories that do not adhere to such a
mechanistic view.
5.3 Information

System Context

t
P

Models

IS context models focus simultaneously on
several IS context components. These may
include features of the operations, user,
organizational,
and development environments, as well as the type of information
system being developed. Their principal
goal is to decide on changes in one of the
IS processes by determining an appropriate
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1987

ii
R
P

F

mix of changes in other IS context components. Usually the focal point is to determine an appropriate context for a specific
type of IS use process (organizational
IS
contingency theory; see Olerup [1980]) or
IS development process (IS development
contingency theory). The former models
are rare in the IS literature. Therefore we
shall discuss only the latter class of IS
context models.
5.3.1 Information System Development
Contingency Models

The IS development contingency models
are based on the conviction that every IS
development process is different. Therefore
the development process should not be
standardized. Instead, a specific systems
development strategy should be chosen on
the basis of prevailing “contingencies.” The
identification
of these contingencies
can
help in selecting an effective mix of tools,
modeling techniques, process strategies,
and organizing principles. The general form
of contingency models is as follows: If contingencies C(l), C(2), . . ., C(n) prevail,
then the IS development strategy should
have features F(l), F(2), . . ., F(n).
Examples of contingency
models are
Davis’s [1982] framework
for choosing
among information
requirements determination strategies, Ahituv and Neumann’s
[ 19841 framework for planning the systems
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Table 9. The Impact of IS Development Contingency Models on IS Problems
(a) IS Development Process Problems
Change

Goals

Contingency models

P

Change
Contingency models

Technology
-

Process

View of
organization

Selfimage

P

P

P

P

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Operations
Data
Conceptual
P

P

life-cycle activities, Iivari’s [ 1983] sociocybernetic systems development model,
and Swanson’s [1984] framework for organizing programming maintenance process.
The antiuniversalist idea of contingency
approaches agrees with the common wisdom of systems development, and contingency frameworks are taking steps toward
more adaptable development strategies and
reminding developers to consider the interdependencies among several areas of systems development: development methods,
process structures, organization, etc. In this
sense, contingency models have some relevance in solving all sorts of IS problems
(Table 9).
There are several limitations with regard
to how contingency frameworks are being
developed and applied. First, contingency
studies in other areas, such as organization
design [Mayntz 19841 and decision theory
[Huber 19831, have been inconclusive.
There is no evidence that they would be
more satisfactory in the IS area. Second,
current contingency frameworks are fragmentary, and the choice of contingency factors suffers from the same problems
found in successfactor models: an emphasis
on measurable aspects, a strictly causal explanation scheme, neglect of cultural environment, the ad hoc nature of frameworks,
and much ambiguity when applying the
frameworks to specific development processes. There is also a dearth of empirical
studies that would validate the applicability
of contingency models.
6. THEORY

Economy

IMPROVEMENTS

Many suggested changes in development
methods, organization, and process structures have been based on a fresh theoretical
look at the IS context. Therefore, develop-

P

People

Complexity

P

P

ments in more abstract theories and models
about the IS context are important for the
IS community’s ability to recognize, analyze, and solve IS problems. In this section
we discuss a number of recent developments in IS theories. These theories provide a foundation for several of the IS
development methods, techniques, and
approaches discussed in Sections 2-5.
The traditional theories about the IS
context are founded on two often overlapping sets of notions: those that relate information systems to technical artifacts and
those that relate the IS use process to managerial decision making. These theories
have been used mainly to describe and explain the phenomena in the IS context
and particularly the qualities of the IS
processes.
According to the technical theory, an information system is a complex technical
artifact that can be improved by better
engineering [Davis and Olson 1985; Senko
1975, 19771. The focus here is on the relationships between the information system
and the operations environment. An information system consists of processors, data
stores, data communication devices, software, procedures, and people. According to
the decision theory an information system
supports rational managerial decision making, operations, and planning processes
[Ackoff 1967; Ein-Dor and Segev 19781.
The focus here is on interactions among
the information system, the user, and the
organizational environments.
During recent years the technical approach has been confronted with the sociotechnical and class-conflict views, in which
the classical approach is extended by a
more encompassing view of the IS operations process as a work process. The decision-oriented view has been augmented or
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challenged by the inquiry, sense-making,
soft-methodology,
contractual,
and language-action views. These suggest alternative theoretical approaches to delineate and
understand the interactions among the information system, the organizational environment, and the user environment.
6.1 Alternativei
61.1

to the Technical

Sociotechnical

View

Theory

Sociotechnical theory serves as a theoretical foundation
for the sociotechnical
method explored in Section 5.2.4, and for
many recent advances toward understanding the participatory
development organization (Section 4.2.1) and the pluralistic
development structure (Section 3.3.1). It
was originally developed in the Tavistock
Institute by such scholars as Emery [1972]
and Trist [ 19811.
The sociotechnical
theory extends the
closed (technical) systems view of the information system with a theory of organizations as open, adaptable systems. In
other words, it addresses the indispensable
interactions of the technological core of the
information
system with the user and organizational
environments.
Information
systems are open sociotechnical
systems,
and IS processes (especially the operations
process) involve technology that transforms raw materials into output and a
social structure
that links the human
operators with both the technology and
each other. The purpose of sociotechnical
theory is to combine these subsystems with
the IS development and use processes so
that technical and social goals are achieved
and reinforce the achievement of the overall goals of the whole system (organizational adaptability, survival).
6.1.2 Class-Conflict

Theory

The class-conflict theory recasts the idea
of technology as an end in itself. On the
basis of the Marxist analysis of society and
organizations
[Burrell and Morgan 1979;
Marx 19761, the IS process is viewed as a
work process. However, it disagrees with
the sociotechnical theory as to what constitutes the key characteristics of this process. Class-conflict
theory argues that all
ACM Computing
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work processes are characterized by a fundamental contradiction
between capital
and labor and by the fact that this contradiction affects the ways in which they are
organized. Therefore, the impact of IS use
and development processes is not neutral
[Ehn and Sandberg 19791, and IS developers and researchers must become aware
of this impact and consciously select a
group (class) that is affected by these processes [Ehn and Sandberg 19791.
The class-conflict theory has motivated
advances in some new development methods, process structures, and development
especially
in Scandinaorganizations,
vian countries
[Sandberg
1979, 19851,
Great Britain [Rosenhead and Thunhurst
19821, and West Germany [Briefs 1980;
Kubicek 19831. It replaces the traditional
IS development strategy with a trade union
alternative that aims at the democratization of working life. This implies both a
change in the conditions for introducing
and applying technology to the work process and changes in organizations’ planning
and control mechanisms.
6.2 Alternatives

to the Decision

View

6.2.1 Inquiry Theory

The inquiry theory focuses on the IS use
process, which is seen from the viewpoint
of individual decision making. This is done
in an insightful
way, which considerably
extends traditional
decision theory and
sheds light on varying types of inquiries
available to an individual when confronted
with a decision problem. The inquiry theory
originates from Churchman’s [ 19711 work
on inquiring systems. The inquiry theory
has also been influenced by studies on
cognitive psychology [Jung 19311 and by
Anthony’s
[1965] work on management
control levels. The most prominent
researchers into the inquiry theory have been
Mason and Mitroff
[Mason and Mitroff
1973; Mitroff and Mason 19831.
Investigations
into cognitive style indicate that IS users reason differently according to their cognitive type. In these
studies, the IS user’s cognitive habits and
strategies are categorized on a fairly broad
level, and such behavior is essentially
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viewed as a personality variable [Keen
and Scott Morton 19781. The conventional decision view emphasizes mainly one
cognitive type (thinking-sensation) in the
Jungian typology. In the inquiry theory it
is hypothetized that this leads to the ineffective use of information systems.
The IS use process is also affected by the
epistemological strategies preferred by the
individual. Epistemological strategies are
classes of evidence generators or guarantors. Each evidence generator exhibits an
archetypal way of generating evidence for
decision making. Following Churchman’s
classification, Mason and Mitroff [ 19731
suggest five evidence-generating strategies:
Lockean, Leibnitzian, Kantian, Hegelian,
and Singer/Churchmanian. They note that
the decision-oriented view recognizes only
two of them: Lockean inquiry (by its emphasis on the databases and “enterprise
descriptions”) and Leibnitzian inquiry (by
its emphasis on the management science/
OR models). From this viewpoint, the decision strategy attempts to force all IS use
processes to conform to just two evidence
guarantors.
The importance of Mason and Mitroff’s
work lies in their cogent argument that the
received decision theory is too limited. This
has initiated insightful research into the
impact of user environments and the inquiring strategies that IS users employ.
Therefore, many improvements in the development methods concerned with IS environments, changes in the development
organization (interaction strategies), and
deeper understanding gained from the IS
development process as an inquiry and bargaining process are founded on the inquiry
theory. However, many original insights
offered by the Mason and Mitroff research
program have not been fully realized. For
example, few empirical studies have explored the role of inquiring strategies in the
IS use process [cf. Chua et al. 1981; Ulrich
19831.
6.2.2 Sense-Making Theory

The sense-making view explores the IS use
process as a social process by which individuals interpret situations and construct
their actions. Therefore, the focus here is
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on individuals’ interactions that are affected by the IS use process, that is, the
interactions between the information system and the user and organizational environments. The theory is rooted in symbolic
interactionism [Blumer 1969; Burrell and
Morgan 19791, ethnomethodology [Burrell
and Morgan 1979; Garfinkel 19671, and
sociology of knowledge [Berger and
Luckmann 1967; Wuthnow et al. 19841.
The basic premise of the sense-making
theory is that people act on the basis of the
meaning that they attribute to situations.
Action is not a mere release in response
to some predefined presented stimuli,
but emerges from social interaction and
is developed and modified through an
interpretive process.
The IS use process is a part of the social
environment within which users interact to
develop meanings and interpretations of an
inherently ambiguous reality. An information system stands as one of the major
available means of ordering and interpreting users’ experience. Symbols in an information system can serve both means-ends
rational and interpretive tasks [Boland and
Pondy 19811. Information systems are
means-ends rational to the extent that they
convey measurable characteristics of the
organization; they are interpretive tools to
the extent that their categories impose coherence on a chaotic organizational process
by “defining” what is real and bringing it
to the attention of the management process. Only the former process is recognized
in the decision view.
In the IS area, sense-making theory has
been advocated by such scholars as Boland
[1979, 1984, 19851 and Goldkuhl [1980].
New ways have been suggested for structuring the IS development process [Boland
and Day 19821 and developing IS environment models [Boland 1979; Goldkuhl
19801,and this has motivated some studies
into the nature and content of interactions
during the IS development [Boland 19781.
In spite of its originality, however, the impact of sense-making theory on the IS community has been modest. One reason for
this is that there are few practical proposals
on how to implement it. Also, with the
exception of Boland’s work [ 1978, 19841,
empirical studies on the impact of using a
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sense-making theory-based approach are
lacking.

studies in which the effective use of the
soft-systems methodology in real-world
settings is described [Checkland 19811.

6.2.3 Soft-Systems Methodology

Soft-systems methodology was developed
by Peter Checkland [1981, 19841 and his
colleagues at the University of Lancaster.
Its impact is visible in many European
methodologies (see Episkopou and WoodHarper [1984]). This methodology results
from applying a systems engineering approach to the solution of real-world problems in action research settings [Checkland
19811.By a real-world problem, Checkland
means deficiencies in the operation of human activity systems, that is, in systems of
which a human being is a part and in which
human intentions play a decisive role. The
methodology focuses mainly on problem
conceptualization
and modeling tasks
that deal with user and organizational
environments.
In contrast to the modeling principles
applied in operations research or systems
engineering, several valid representations
(models) of the organization are available
in soft-systems methodology. Each one
flows from a different world view, or weltanschauung. The role of a weltanschauung
is to provide a horizon to account for and
appreciate the problem. Checkland claims
that the adoption of a horizon is typical of
all problem solving in human activity
systems. Problems can (and must) be
grasped from several (conflicting) weltanschauungs, where each one interprets the
situation differently. Therefore we cannot
speak of models as being correct, but as
being meaningful.
The soft-systems methodology helps us
to appreciate the relevance of the IS use
process to the organizational and user
environments.
The methodology has
motivated advances in some development
methods [Checkland 19811, focusing on
user and organizational environments. It
has also had a considerable impact on ways
of thinking about the development process
as a bargaining and discourse process. It
puts emphasis on open development organizations that strengthen participation and
learning. There are many reports of case
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6.2.4 Contractual Theory

The contractual theory is based on the
transaction cost theory of organizational
behavior [Ouchi 1979, 1980; Williamson
1975, 1979; Williamson and Ouchi 19811.
The focus here is on the interactions between the organizational environment and
the IS use process. In the IS field the major
contributor to contractual theory has been
Ciborra [ 1981, 19841.
The contractual theory centers around
the notions of organizational exchange and
contract. An organizational exchange is a
process in which the agents involved anticipate prospective gains. Contracts are a
means of defining and controlling the exchanges. Finally, agents need an information system, that is, network of information
flow and stock, to create, set up, control,
and maintain the contracts.
The theory suggests that organizations
differ owing to the complexity and ambiguity of the exchanges [Williamson 19751.
Thus the organizational information systems needed to create and monitor contracts vary. Extremes in contracting
complexity are “spot contracts” taking
place in an open market and “authority
relations” created, for example, by hiring
an employee for an unlimited period of
time. In the former situation the exchange
ambiguity is minimal, whereas in the latter
it is extremely great. Thus, in hiring an
employee, the involved participants cannot
predict all the contingencies of the contract. The need to cope with the contract
contingencies explains the development of
two organizational forms, market and hierarchies, and the evolution of different types
of information systems. This can be exemplified by the development of information
systems supporting stock exchanges or payroll systems in markets and hierarchies,
respectively.
Another new aspect in the contractual
theory is the level of potential exchange
opportunism. Contracting always involves
two rational participants whose goals may
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units of human communication. A communicative act is performed when producing (by writing, speaking, or other signals)
a comprehensible message with a genuine
intention in a context. Information systems, in the same vein, are intentionally
arranged formal linguistic systems that
support, enable, control, or coordinate people in their action. They involve welldefined communicative acts, where each
communicative act has a specific intention
related to the accomplishment of organizational tasks (contracting and exchange).
There is a growing interest in studying
the IS use process as a linguistic process
[De Cindio et al. 1986; Flores and Ludlow
1981; Goldkuhl and Lyytinen
1982,
1984; Kimbrough et al. 1984; Lehtinen
and Lyytinen
1986; Lyytinen
1985,
198713; Mathiassen and Andersen 1983;
Winograd and Flores 19861. Language action theory has been mainly applied to the
derivation of new IS environment models
[De Cindio et al. 1986; Lyytinen and
Lehtinen 1984a, 1984b]. It has had much
less impact on other IS context components. Goldkuhl and Lyytinen [1984], however, discuss some implications of the
6.2.5 Language Action Theory
language action theory for the development
The language action theory has its origins organization and interaction strategies.
in linguistics [Wunderlich 19791, philosoSome developments in so-called collective
phy of language [Searle 1969, 1979; contracting tools in the operations enviWittgenstein 19581, and social theory ronment [Sluizer and Cashman 19841 are
[Habermas 19791. It focuses on the rela- also informed by the language action view.
tionships between the user and organizational environments when the interactions
6.3 Summary
are observed as forming a linguistic process:
an exchange of linguistic utterances be- We have discussed seven IS theory improvements; it is assumed that IS problems
tween organizational actors.
The language action theory combines are partly a result of the current inadequacy
ideas from the contractual and the sense- of the IS theory. Therefore prevailing theories should be expanded and/or replaced
making views. It is based on the contractual
view to the extent that it emphasizes the by better ones.
Emerging theories offer original insights,
contractual base of the IS use process; it is
based on the sense-making view to the ex- and their heuristic value is considerable. AS
tent that it emphasizes the role of the in- Table 10 shows, they can help in dealing
terpretive process in understanding the IS with IS development problems associated
with goals, process, view of organization,
use process.
A distinguishing feature of language ac- and self-image. New theoretical insights on
tion theory is its focus on the IS use process the IS use process will mainly affect probas a process of communicative action. Com- lems with data, concepts, and people.
However, there are great difficulties in
municative action is carried out through
applying new IS theories, and their rate of
communicative acts, which are minimal

conflict. Opportunism arises from the benefits of safeguarding the contractor’s interests with guile, that is, making false or
empty threats and promises. One reason
for developing information systems is to
use them for opportunistic purposes or for
increasing the participant’s knowledge of
the contracting process so that he or she
can better defend his or her self-interest.
Examples of information systems that reduce chances for opportunism are creditcontrol systems or client-tracking systems.
The impact of the contractual theory on
the IS context has been modest thus far.
One example of the growing interest in this
theory is Beath’s [ 19831work, in which she
applies contractual theory to analyzing systems development organizations. Also some
advances in IS environment models, in
which the role of information systems in
reframing the organization’s competitive
situation is discussed [Ives and Learmonth
19841 or information needs from the study
of “orders” are derived [Carlson 19791,
can be theoretically explained by the
contractual theory.
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Table 10.

IS Problems and the Impact of New IS Theories
(a)

Change
Sociotechnical theory
Class conflict theory
Inquiry theory
Sense-making theory
Soft-systems methodology
Contractual theory
Language action theory

Change
Sociotechnical theory
Class conflict theory
Inquiry theory
Sense-making theory
Soft-systems methodology
Contractual theory
Language action theory

IS Development

Goals

Technology

Economy

Process

P
R
P

-

R
R
R

ii
R
R

-

P
-

::

-

-

-

-

P

7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary

We have made a rapid tour around the IS
research literature dealing with IS shortcomings. We have also surveyed what research results have been suggested to
remove them. Our study shows that IS
researchers and practitioners are becoming
increasingly aware of the multitude of IS
problems. Many IS researchers are concerned with understanding connections between IS problems and features of the IS
context, with probing effective cause and
Surveys, Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1987

:
::
::
P
R

View of
organization

::
R

Selfimage
R
R
R
R

P
P
P
P

i

(b) IS Use Process Problems
Data
Operations
Conceptual

adoption into practice has been low. There
are several reasons for this. First, new theories are usually offered as a by-product
when accepted tradition is criticized. There
is less research that seriously develops
frameworks, methods, and tools. Hence an
evaluation of the usefulness of the new
theories is difficult, and there are few attempts in this direction. Thus we cannot
make any detailed theory comparisons. Another problem is that currently we do not
have any framework for relating IS theories
to each other. This makes their selection
and combined use difficult. Third, some of
the emerging theories suggest development
approaches that are too radical or different
from current
methods
of developing
systems.
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Process Problems

ii
R

People

Complexity

r:
R
R
P
P
P

F
-

effect patterns, and with applying new perspectives to the study and solutions of IS
problems.
The main results of our survey are summarized in Tables 11 and 12, which indicate
how changes in the IS context primarily
affect IS problems.
First, it is suggested in the tables that
IS context changes can contribute
to
dealing effectively with all IS problems.
All IS shortcomings
could be decreased
by appropriate
education, new development methods, technology
investments,
and organizational
rearrangements.
In
practice, however, the rate and severity
of IS problems show no substantial decrease. How can this be so, if methods for rectification are known and available?
In our opinion, the most important reason is that the improvement of the IS processes involves a complex undertaking,
and as a result IS problems cannot be reduced within a short period of time. Most
causes of problems, as our study shows,
are social in nature, and their removal may
require intricate learning and organizational
changes, which are slow in coming. In addition, the nature and roots of problems are
unclear, and their relationships
are complex. This makes it difficult to understand
the problems and their connections properly and complicates the choice of appropriate measures. Furthermore, even if the
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Table 11.

A Summary of IS Development

Systems: Problems and Solutions
Problems and the Impact of IS Context Changes

Changes

Section

Goals

Technology

Economy

Computing environment
Support environment
Application generator
Life cycle
Prototyping
PSC
Evolutionary
approach
Organizational
change
Bargaining
Discourse
Development organization
Information
models
Functional models
Information
system
architecture
Information-need
approaches
Success factor approaches
Sociotechnical approaches
Evaluation approaches
Contingency models
Sociotechnical theory
Class conflict theory
Inquiry theory
Sense-making theory
Soft-systems methodology
Contractual theory
Language action theory

2.1
2.2
2.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.3
4.1
5.1
5.1
5.2

-

-

-

ii

R
R
P

F
-

ii
P
P
P

P
P
P

bP
P
P

Table 12.
Change
Computing environment
Support environment
Application generator
Life cycle
Prototyping
PSC
Evolutionary
application
Organizational
change
Bargaining
Discourse
Development organization
Information
models
Functional models
Information system
architecture
Information-need
approaches
Success factor approaches
Sociotechnical approaches
Evaluation approaches
Contingency models
Sociotechnical theory
Class conflict theory
Inquiry theory
Sense-making theory
Soft-systems methodology
Contractual theory .
Language action theory
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IS Use Process Problems and the Impact of IS Context Changes
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problems and appropriate
measures are
known, the outcome may still be uncertain
as we do not know enough about the mechanisms that produce IS problems and how
the measures will affect them. As observed
in our survey, there is a critical shortage
of empirical
studies into how different
changes contribute
to solving different
problems. Finally, the IS research always
lags behind what is happening in practice,
and we have the problem of a “moving
target.” Often appropriate research results
are not available when a particular type of
IS problem occurs.
Second, there is the “joint impact” problem: Measures are rarely adopted separately; instead, changes in the IS context
come in packages. However, there are few
systematic studies on the connections between suggested measures. Hence it is difficult to show which individual changes are
instrumental
in solving a particular problem and how different measures can be
combined.
Third, there are several measures for tackling each problem class. The classification
scheme employed here does not, however,
show to what extent different measures
can, indeed, solve a problem and for which
types of problems a particular measure is
most appropriate. For example, are information modeling approaches better for
solving complexity
problems than functional approaches, or is the impact of
supporting
environments
greater when
compared with improvements in development methods? In this paper we have not
made such comparisons because there simply are not enough empirical data available.
It seems likely, however, that each solution
requires a flexible combination of several
IS context components [see Ahituv and
Neumann 1984; Berild et al. 1984; Davis
19821. The mixture varies from one situation to another, but at this stage there is
paucity of knowledge as to how to select an
effective mixture of measures for each type
of problem. To exemplify, complexity problems may be tackled by both functional and
information models, and by developing appropriate development
support environments around the use of these methods. In
another situation, however, a different mix
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may be more appropriate, for example, simplifying the IS application.
Fourth, proposed IS context changes can
be divided into two larger groups. Changes
in the operations environment
contribute
to improvements
in economy and efficiency. They also introduce new types of
information
systems-a factor not considered in depth in this paper. These changes
can be achieved by sufficient reinvestments
in technology
and education,
although
the shortage of educated people may slow
down the introduction
of new technology.
Changes in the IS development environment have a wide impact on the whole
spectrum of IS problems. These changes
are, however, difficult to implement, because they involve learning and social
change. Therefore, improving the productivity and effectiveness of the IS context is
a question of appropriate managerial and
organizational IS policy.
7.2 Discussion

What are the implications of our journey?
Two sets of implications
are briefly reviewed here: research implications
and
implications for practice.
Our survey shows several weaknesses in
IS research dealing with IS problems. Four
shortcomings are discussed below: weaknesses due to theoretical diversification
of
the field, research core assumptions, conceptual limitations of the research, and lack
of empirical research.
Our survey shows that, in order to attack
IS problems effectively, researchers must
grasp many theoretical
approaches and
apply several research strategies. Unfortunately, this sort of pluralism is not in fashion because academic research rarely gives
proper credit to pluralism. Therefore IS
research is fragmented and mostly uncoordinated, and cumulative research traditions
are rare.
Many IS researchers rarely ponder core
assumptions that define the validity and
relevance of conducted research and the
nature of the problems that it attempts to
solve. Instead, IS researchers often view IS
problems from the viewpoint of their own
idealistic research pattern. This results in
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a problem-method
gap: the research methods are not related to the types of problems,
and they tend to appeal to the rational ideal
of research [Mumford et al. 19851. Each IS
problem, however, may require its own type
of theory building and research.
IS researchers often are not conscious of
the conceptual limitations of their research
approach. As a result, the limitations of the
proposed measures are too rarely evaluated
critically. This shortcoming would be improved by specifying in more detail which
IS problems are affected by research results
and under what conditions.
There is a critical shortage of empirical
studies on IS problems, and the classification presented here is only preliminary.
Much more needs to be done in properly
classifying
and analyzing
IS problems.
Moreover, we urgently need empirical studies on the frequency of different IS problems, and the IS contexts in which they
occur. These investigations
should be carried out through case studies and in action
research settings because this research
strategy seems to be the only means of
obtaining sufficiently rich data. In addition,
the validity of these research methods is
better than that of empirical surveys. IS
problems are often confidential,
and not
easily disclosed as, for example, in questionnaires. Also lacking are empirical studies into the sorts of problems typical of
different
kinds of information
systems.
Clearly, an expert system introduces problems different from those in a payroll system. This necessitates the development of
a taxonomy of IS applications that would
help to relate specific problems to specific
types of information
systems. The taxonomy should be based on factors other than
just characteristics of the operations environment; that is, it should take into account
the environments of the information
systems and their characteristics. Finally, we
need more empirical studies into how proposed measures contribute to IS problem
resolution in real-world settings.
Unfortunately,
the sort of empirical research strategy suggested here is extremely
difficult and time consuming to carry out.
The selection of an appropriate research
method is often done de novo with no prior
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experience. Moreover, the research method
may require longitudinal
research designs,
which may be extremely difficult to set up
and implement.
Furthermore,
research
consumes resources, and the results may
be inconclusive owing to various “noise factors.” In order to make studies comparable,
the researcher has to account for differences in organizational
and user environments and analyze their influence on the
results obtained. Often this task is far from
trivial.
Another question raised by the survey is:
How can we improve the practices of information systems, and where is the likely
region of success to be? The first observation here is that there is no clear-cut general answer to this question. We do not
have the best systems development approach, nor do we have the best IS theory.
Every discussed measure and theory is effective within certain limits for certain
classes of IS problems. This stresses the
importance of the careful analysis of IS
contexts, where measures and perspectives
are matched with the perceived problems.
This, however, requires continual analysis,
reflection, and assessment of IS contexts
and the creation of appropriate social and
organizational
conditions to foster these
processes. We believe that only through
such arrangements can the significance of
the measures discussed be perceived. Single
measures are seldom valuable if applied
blindly; they may prove excellent if they
are applied in a critical way to IS contexts.
The problems that have the greatest potential for being solved effectively in the
near future are those in technology, process
features, and operations. Their effective
resolution may also reduce some of the
problems relating to people. Many traditional IS applications can now be developed
“easily” with capital-intensive
technologies. This eases interaction with the users
and makes development times shorter and
maintenance easier. Also changes in the
user environment
improve the situation:
Users are more knowledgeable, and they
know what to expect from information systems. All this improves communication and
creates realistic expectations. This applies
only to some areas of IS development,
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however. Large-scale IS, expert systems,
and new office applications may exhibit a
new range of IS problems. In particular, the
growing interest in organization-wide data
resource management, expert systems, and
competitive applications
will amplify
problems relating to data, conceptual understanding, people’s reactions, and complexity. This is the research challenge for
the IS community in the next decade.
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